
From the right style to the right sound, Mopar® has 
the accessories that help you create the full effect 
when it comes to performance. These are the details 
that get you noticed and set you out in front of the 
pack. Everything you need is here to design Dart to 
your personal specs. 

Install Dodge Accessories in your new Dart.  
Talk to your sales representative about pricing and installation.

GET NOTICED FASTER.
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To see a complete list of available 
parts and accessories for your  

Dart visit: 

GET AUTHENTIC DODGE  
BRAND ACCESSORIES

COLD AIR INTAKE 
Allow better breathing through a low 
restriction cone filter.

Part Number:  77070083 (2.4L)
           77070082 (1.4L)

CAT-BACK EXHAUST (2.4L)
Free flowing T304 stainless exhaust for a 
deeper tune and more aggressive sound.

Part Number: P5156165

RAM AIR KIT
Includes duct and open bezel to force external 
air into the engine. Must be used with the 
Dart Sport Hood.

Part Number:  77072306AD

18-INCH LIGHTWEIGHT  
PERFORMANCE WHEELS
These cast aluminum, lightweight performance 
wheels are fully painted semigloss black. 
Includes chrome Mopar center caps. 

Part Number:  77070080

MOLDED SPLASH GUARDS
Molded to the contours of your Dart for a 
perfect fit. Protect your Dart from damage 
caused by road spray, salt and road debris.

Part Number:  82212976 (Rear)
           82213156 (Front)

DOOR SILL GUARDS
Enhance the appearance of your vehicle while 
protecting door sills from scratches.

Part Number:  82213078

GROUND EFFECT SIDE SILLS
These black accented side sills are custom 
designed for your Dart to create both 
downforce and double takes.
REAR AIR DIFFUSER
Aggressively complements your vehicle’s 
natural contours and is designed to retain the 
fit and finish of your Dart.
FRONT CHIN SPOILER
Add even more substance to your Dart’s 
already aggressive stance. Spoiler mounts 
beneath existing front fascia.

FRONT CHIN SPOILER PN:  82213090
REAR AIR DIFFUSER PN:  82213090
REAR AIR DIFFUSER PN:  82213092AB
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